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Self-Reflection For Leadership Presentation

I had created a presentation on the book “The Obligation to Endure” by Rachel Carson.

After reviewing my work I noticed the mistakes I had made in my presentation. I had a lack of

information pertaining to the writing strategies and formatting of the book. I was confused in

what her writing style was and I hadn't fully understood her method in formatting. I should have

researched more into her writing style through reviews of her book. I had struggled in formatting

my presentation on several slides. On the fourth slide I centered my text which resulted in it

being difficult to read. My intentions This choice was inconsistent with my overall organization.

In my upcoming presentation I will need to stick to a format by creating drafts of my work.

Another issue I had was my word choice which could have led to confusion. In terms of words I

used in my presentation, “competition” was used to describe the interaction between man and

insects. This had confused my audience and led them to not understand what I had tried

conveying. I should have used a word like fight to illustrate the battle humans and insects are

having for food. When we go to my solution page I had not indicated where I had gotten these

ideas to combat insects impacting crops without hurting the environment. I had posted a link to

indicate where I had gotten a solution from but it was confusing as it didn't belong there. Instead

I should have placed the link on my citation page but I had forgotten to source my information

and create this page. In my next presentation my main goal is to present my information in a

consistent format and be able to make my information understandable to my audience.


